Republicanism is a powerful resource for emancipatory struggles against domination. Its commitment to popular sovereignty subverts justifications of authority, locating power in the hands of the citizenry who hold the capacity to create, transform, and maintain their political institutions. Republicanism’s conception of freedom rejects social, political, and economic structures subordinating citizens to any uncontrolled power - from capitalism and wage-labour to patriarchy and imperialism. It views any such domination as inimical to republican freedom. This volume spans historical discussions of the English Levellers, French and Ottoman revolutionaries, and American abolitionists and trade unionists; explorations of the radical republican aspects of the thought of Machiavelli, Marx, and Rousseau; and theoretical examinations of social domination and popular constitutionalism.

Features

- An innovative volume introducing and restoring republicanism’s radical heritage and tradition
- Brings together leading scholars of republicanism
- Provides a guide to the broader republican tradition by introducing one of its most important and neglected strands: its radical heritage
- Shows the value - and the critical influence - of a more radical republicanism
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